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In an interview with Cuban news agency PRENSA LATINA August 19, Costa Rican President
Oscar Arias said his government had expressed its full support for a summit of Latin American
presidents to discuss the foreign debt problem. Costa Rica, he added, may be the site of the summit
which is tentatively scheduled for November. On the debt issue, Arias said that payment under
existing terms is incompatible with Latin American nations' commitment to the socio-economic
development of their respective peoples. As for San Jose's debt burden of more than $4 billion,
Arias stated that negotiations are underway with creditors to reschedule a large portion of the
loan contracts. He said, "We have presented our proposal to creditor banks, and I believe they
are more concerned about their upcoming negotiations with Brazil than with Costa Rica." This is
understandable, he added, considering the sheer size of Brazil's debt which represents a potential
menace to the global financial system. Arias affirmed that for any Latin American nation to develop
its capacity to pay the foreign debt, it must "first be possible to increase the size of the cake, or that
of our respective economies."
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